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Without understanding the
nuances of diplomatic
niceties and including

much hyperbole, Trump prema-
turely minted a coin showing
both Trump and Kim in order to
commemorate the summit. The
cancellation inspired many jokes
about it, an unnecessary and
surely an avoidable decision.
Some Republican lawmakers even
suggested a Nobel for Trump!
Such things only lower the digni-
ty of the Presidential office, and
it’s time that Trump learns some
lessons from the botched negotia-
tions and a potential disaster that
was accidentally avoided. 

The North Korean issue is
not that simple and there cannot
be any quick-fix solution. If a
trigger-happy Trump does not
change track, an unintentional
conflict could break out and
assume a global dimension. If he
chooses to be more suave,
patient, and a bit tolerant, he
could be in a position of
strength to deal with some of
the world’s issues. The choice is
Trump’s, not Kim’s. 
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International leaders were kept
guessing as to what comes next
in discussions about nuclear dis-
armament. South Korean
President Moon Jae-in, who
invested so much for initiating
the peace process, said Trump’s
“very regrettable” announcement
was perplexing. Moon called an
emergency meeting of top aides
to “figure out” the next steps. It
was only days before he had
travelled to Washington to have
personal talks with Trump and
seemed to have persuaded him
to take a conciliatory position.
Reiterating his conciliatory tone,
Moon observed,
“Denuclearisation of the Korean
Peninsula and enduring peace

are historic tasks that cannot 
be abandoned or delayed. 
The sincerity of the parties, 
who have tried to solve the
problem, has not changed.”
Given Trump’s impetuous deci-
sion-making style, Moon’s wish
could remain unfulfilled.

Not to give up, Moon had a
meeting for the second time in a
month with Kim on May 27 at
the northern side of Panmunjom
to discuss carrying out the peace
commitments they reached in
their earlier summit, and Kim’s
potential meeting with Trump.
He is the only second South
Korean leader to have met a
North Korean leader twice, both
times in the DMZ, which is a
symbol of the unending hostili-
ties between the nations after the
Korean War ended in 1953 in a
truce, not a peace treaty. 

Moon’s second meeting with
Kim came after South Korea
expressed relief over possible
revived talks between Trump and
Kim after a whirlwind 24 hours
during which Trump announced
cancellation only to say soon that
it is potentially back on, and if it
happens, there shall be no change
in date and venue. Following
Moon’s first summit with Kim,
Seoul tried to sell their talks as a
meaningful breakthrough that
sets the stage for a Trump-Kim
summit. However, beneath such
optimism lies a lot of suspicion
as demonstrated by North can-
celling a high-level meeting with
Seoul over the latter’s participa-
tion in regular military exercises
with the US. Pyongyang insisted
that its return to talks is on the
condition that its grievances are
addressed. Yet, an ever-optimist
Moon urged Washington and
Pyongyang to resolve their dif-
ferences through “more direct
and closer dialogue between
their leaders”. 

Whatsoever Moon may have
assiduously pursued with sincere
intentions, Kim’s unpredictable
nature exposed the fragility of
Seoul as an intermediary. The
damage was further compound-
ed for Seoul as it began to dawn
in South Korea that the nation
may not be seen in the same
light as a traditional ally by the
Trump administration. This
means the traditional alliance
relationship could face risk of
being overhauled, much to the
detriment of South Korea. 

As said, Kim demands respect
to be treated as equal. Pyongyang
took offense to US Vice-President
Mike Pence’s comments that
North Korea could end up like
Libya if Kim failed to make a
deal. North Korean diplomat
Choe Son Hui retaliated by call-
ing Pence a “political dummy”
and his comments “stupid and
ignorant”. In an unusually
restrained and diplomatic
response to Trump, North Korea
expressed willingness to sit for
talks “at any time, (in) any for-

mat”. What transpires from these
developments is probably eager-
ness for sanctions relief to build
his economy and the internation-
al legitimacy that the planned
summit would have provided.
This does not mean that Kim was
willing to relinquish the nuclear
arsenal in his possession, which it
sees as the only guarantee of sur-
vival. What Kim meant to achieve
from the summit was a part of
arms control negotiation between
two nuclear states rather than a
process to surrender his nukes. If
Trump does not understand that
Pyongyang does not want to par-
ticipate in talks, where it would
be unilaterally pressured to give
up its nukes, it smacks of his
political immaturity in under-
standing international diplomacy. 

Earlier, the US Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo put the onus
on Kim if the summit gets back
on track but showed optimism
towards its resumption even
before Trump hinted about it,
suggesting that Pompeo has sub-
stantial diplomatic skill to influ-

ence and guide Trump. Even
Choe Son Hui, North Korea’s
Vice-Foreign Minister had
warned that “whether the US will
meet us in a meeting room or
encounter us at a nuclear-to-
nuclear showdown is entirely
dependent upon America’s deci-
sion and behaviour”. 

Now that either side has
shown interest in resuming the
stalled summit plan and if finally
it goes ahead, it will be the first
meeting between a US and North
Korean leader during more than
six decades of hostility, and “it
would come just months after the
North’s rapid progress toward
attaining a nuclear-tipped missile
that could strike America fuelled
fears of war”. Despite the prospect
of the stalled summit resuming,
Pyongyang is unlikely to accept,
what it calls, a “one-sided
demand” that it gives up its
nuclear weapons. 

Where Trumped seems to
have erred is that he allowed his
hawkish NSA Bolton to give the
example of Libya model as the
way to address the North Korean
issue. Pyongyang took particular
offense on such comparison.
After Libya relinquished its
nuclear programme in the early
2000s in exchange for sanctions
relief, its long-time autocratic
leader Muammar Gaddafi was
killed several years later after a
Western-backed military inter-
vention. Kim is aware of this
and it would be stupid to expect
that Kim would be willing to 
fall into such a trap. For Kim,
his nukes guarantee that its
authoritarian regime would not
face the same fate as Libya and
Iraq and therefore prefers a
“phased and synchronous”
approach to denuclearisation.
China, too, supports its stance.

The key issue remains in a
flux. For the US, denuclearisation

covers nuclear weapons, missiles,
engines and systems related to
space launch rockets, production
of fissile materials and associated
technology and research.
Pyongyang’s definition of denu-
clearisation is different. 

What is Japan’s position in
the US-North Korea imbroglio?
Japan is blinded by its support to
Trump as it has no choice. For
Tokyo, holding a meeting should
not in itself be a priority in diplo-
matic exchanges with the nuclear-
armed hermit state. Chief Cabinet
Secretary Yoshihide Suga under-
lined the importance of making
progress in issues over nuclear
weapons, missiles and the abduc-
tion of Japanese nationals by
North Korea in the 1970s and
1980s. Given Pyongyang’s past
record of repeated betrayals —
having backed away from deals
on which it had agreed —
Japanese experts and diplomats
are sceptical about Kim’s denu-
clearisation talks. 

Unless the two sides come
considerably closer together on
the denuclearisation question or
accept a lower bar for success, not
much can be expected even if the
summit happens. If the summit
happens and eventually fails to
arrive at an agreement, talks of
military option could return to
Trump’s table. This then would be
a matter of grave concern.

Though there could be a pos-
sibility of the two parties return-
ing to talks, no one can say with
any certainty that it would hap-
pen. One opinion is that Trump’s
willingness to talk with
Pyongyang rattled Kim, com-
pelling him to respond, express-
ing to talk “at any time”. The
other view is that an impending
crisis was averted when Kim and
Moon decided to meet on April
27. When the situation looked
good with the prospect of a

Trump-Kim summit, it was
Trump who pulled the plug, only
to reverse his decision within 24
hours. Normalcy seemed to
return when a team of US offi-
cials met North Koreans in
Panmunjom on May 27 and con-
tinued for the next two days to
work out a way. A separate team
of officials flew to Singapore to
lay the ground for the meeting. 

The summit announcement
was made in haste without ade-
quate preparations and it is not
unsurprising that it threatened to
end in a whimper, until a new
spark was ignited. Even that is
uncertain. The advance teams are
engaged now to work out the
protocol details. But the sticking
point is going to be in defining
the word ‘denuclearisation’, on
which there remains huge differ-
ences on interpretation. Kim is
unlikely to cede his nuclear deter-
rent and accept Trump’s demand
for complete, verifiable and irre-
versible denuclearisation. What
the two leaders would discuss, if
at all the summit happens, and
what compromise could be
expected, who is bringing what to
the table and willing to concede
and many more are issues for
which it is even difficult to haz-
ard a guess. At least if some con-
fidence-building steps are started,
if not a full agreement acceptable
to both, that could be a good start
in seeking peace in the Korean
Peninsula that has remained elu-
sive so far. If Kim is given securi-
ty guarantees that the US would
not try to topple the regime,
Trump could expect some flexi-
bility in Kim’s toughened stance.
At the moment, it is premature 
to talk about a possible outcome
with any certainty, should the
summit take place.
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An academically-enriched
Russian family once fell in love
with India and its people. In
India’s life and culture, they
found academically-relevant

topics that intrigued them. On July 24,
1928, they founded a small institution in
Darjeeling. They named the institution “
Urusvati,” a Sanskrit word meaning “the
light of the morning star”. It was the
Himalayan Research Institute.

But soon, its address had to be
changed. It was moved to a hill top, sur-
rounded by dense pine, oak and deodhar
trees of Punjab. A rich tale from history
was already blended in its chronicle.
Movement of the Roerich family to a new
location did not take away from the insti-
tute’s glory; it simply added a new chap-
ter of richness to its cultural heritage.

Naggar — the new location of the
institute proved to be perfect for it. A part
of the Kullu valley, it was still largely dis-
connected from the rest of India as there
was hardly any communication at that
point of time. Taking every risk that came
their way, the Russian family finally
found a new nest in Naggar, where for
many years, the royal family of Kullu had
had their settlement.

Situated on the bank of river Bias, the
hill top known as Naggar was a shining
flame of India’s history. Although as a hill
retreat it was in no way comparable with
the Shimla or Darjeeling of the British Raj
days, it still had a unique charm. It was
never a holiday retreat for European
rulers. But, it was pregnant with several
tales from mythology, legend and history.

Far away from the din and kerfuffle of
city life, it slept in the lap of a deep pine
forest, overlooking a jaw-dropping panora-
ma of snow-capped peaks of the
Himalayas. Nestled in the deep apple
orchard and green glades, Naggar of the
Kullu valley houses  small relics from an
ancient time. It also boasts of a unique cas-
tle built of ingredients  typical to Kullu.
Situated near the bank of Bias, this place
is perhaps the richest hill village of India
— in terms of heritage.

The story of Naggar dates back to  more
than 1400 years ago when the capital of
Kullu was shifted here by king Bishudh Pal.
The unique stone castle of Naggar was built
by Raja Sidh Singh more than 500 years ago.
Legend has it that stones were collected
from an abandoned palace of Baragaon fort
of Rana Bosal and transported by a long
human chain across the river.

It was the royal seat of the Kullu
dynasty before the capital was shifted to
Sultanpur. In 1846, after it was captured
by Sikhs, British Asst. Commissioner
Major Hay had purchased it and modified
it. He added a staircase, a fire place, chim-
neys, etc. It became an amalgamation of
things indigenous and things English. Now,

a heritage hotel under HPTDC, the cas-
tle is the gem of this heritage hill top. It
houses an excellent museum with rich col-
lection artifacts and dresses like pattu,
chola, thippu etc. The air inside the castle
of Nagger is fresh yet heavy. The mind
blowing panorama that it offers from every
corner of the castle covers dotting snow-
capped mountains and a river that flows
just next to the valley.

However, little history and a big doze
of local legend add a touch of pensive notes
that create a tune of melancholy where
tears of a suppressed queen walk silently.
Legend goes that after including Lahul into
his kingdom, King Raja Jita Singh
expressed a desire to have a girl from Lahul
as his queen to enrich his already big col-
lection of wives. Thus, officials went on to
select the most beautiful girl of Lahul.
Finally, a young girl named Rasili was pre-
sented to him. Rasili became one of his
youngest wives but she could never give
her heart to his much married old hus-
band. A homesick queen, she was
depressed from the beginning. Raja Jita
Singh kept doing his best to entertain her.

Then came a day when a wrestling
competition was arranged at the royal
palace where the official wrestler of Kullu
was challenged by a young wrestler from
Lahul. After a tough fight, when the
young man from Lahul finally floored the
official wrestler of Kullu, the entire forum
was sunk in silence. There was just one per-
son cheering. It was none other than Rasili,
the Lahul queen of the Raja. She was so
ecstatic by the victory of her native man
that she threw her pearl necklace to him.
This led to a very public expression of anger
by the king as she was openly scolded by
him. The insulted queen committed sui-
cide on the same night by jumping from
the balcony of the castle into the flowing
river, down in the valley. The wounded
spirit of the  queen is still believed to be
inside the castle and sound of her silver
anklet still haunts people.

If this is enough to create an aura of this
castle then there is more to make one excit-
ed. The construction of the castle has been
done in the “ Kathkooni” style of architec-
ture. It is a distinctive school of engineer-
ing where typical kullu ingredients of rough
hewn stone slabs are used with interlock-
ing techniques, supported with wood
beams in layers. There is no use of iron or
any other metal in any kind of fixing. The
construction is so strong and shock bear-
ing that the castle survived in 1905 Kullu
earth quake overcoming the wrath of
tremors that grounded almost all construc-
tion, including a part of Kangra fort.

Built in influence of Indo-Tibetan style
with long veranda and a corridor, the cas-
tle has almost magical brown and grey col-
ored stone and wood. It looks so picture
perfect that when the sun shines, its wall

turn light golden, giving a superb expres-
sion of rich wood carving on its wall,
carnies, pillars and rooftops. The passage
and courtyards of the castle are decorat-
ed with rich artifacts and trophies of wild
animals killed by the royal family. Two
massive gates of the castle are built out of
extracting a single trunk of tree. One gate
is sized 85 ft by 39 ft by 3 ft.

At the courtyard of the Naggar castle
stands “ Deotibba” or the seat of royal deity.
It is known as Jagatpati temple, a Sati pith.
Again, legend runs strong that this tem-
ple was built on the wish of queen Rasili
for whom God and Goddesses carried
stone from the Goshal hill of Lahul, her
native place in form of bees and birds.

The biggest magic of Naggar is perhaps
in its heritage temple walk where in one
walk, four different temples built in four
different schools of architecture open
new avenues. Local people call it “Char
Dham Yatra” a poor and needless compar-
ison with the Char Dham of Uttarakhand.

The first temple that comes in the yatra
is none other than the Gouri Shankar tem-
ple and the first blast of surprise starts from
there itself. Known as the last archeolog-
ical monument of Gurjjara-Pratihar tra-
dition, Gourishankar temple enshrines
idols of Shiva, Parvati and baby Ganesha
with many other stone-carved musicians
and devotees. This is a stone-built, exquis-
ite shikhara-styled temple with nine floors
and an exception in this region. Opposite
this one, another temple named Narsingh
Devta Temple is situated.

What comes next in the walk is Pauri
Baba Temple at a place named Jiri. It was
originally a cave temple and now built in
wood and stone with a roof deeply influ-
enced by a hill temple school of the region.
Next comes a Krishna temple at a place
named Thava, a small hill city once visit-

ed and mentioned in the travelogues of
Chinese traveler Xyan Zang who came here
in the 7th century. Today, this temple is the
only relic of that human settlement seen
by Xuan Zang. The temple was built in the
Gupta-era style with carved stones and a
Shikhara at its pinnacle. The original tem-
ple was badly damaged in the 1905 earth-
quake and the present temple was rebuilt
in the same year. During festivals, the deity
of the temple travels in a chariot.

The last temple of this heritage walk
is Tripura Sundari temple (it has nothing
to do with modern state of Tripura,
though), which has been built in pagoda
style with excellent wood carving. The
deity is known as Goddess of three worlds
and the three-tiered temple is built in
deodhar wood. Base floors are supported
on the pillars while the top one is circu-
lar. This is an exceptional piece of work.

Now, let’s come back to the story of a
Russian family that decided to settle here and
establish a world-class international institute

of complex studies. From 1923 to 1928, a
Russian academician named Nikolay
Konstantinovich Roerich travelled across
border of India, Tibet, Mongolia, China and
Russia covering incalculable number of
archaeological ruins, historical monuments
and other places of interest. This expedition
also helped him to collect several books and
sacred texts, and artifacts. 

With all those, his dream of establish-
ing a world-class international institute of
complex studies with a true blend of
ancient knowledge and modern scientif-
ic discovery shaped up here in the quaint
Himalayan valley. This institute was just
ahead of its time. Its area covered a pro-
found study of archaeology, natural sci-
ence, Tibetan medicine, cultural history of
Asian people, Astronomy, Astro Physics,
Biology and Metal energy. A world-class
laboratory was founded in 1930 where
along with Russians, Tibetan Lamas and
Indian researchers soon joined.The insti-
tute conducted several expeditions in the

first few years in remote and difficult places
like Lahul, Kangra etc and enriched its
library. Such was the reputation of Institute
that soon its members started working
with Michigan University and Harvard
University of USA and Museum of Natural
History of Paris.World famous statesmen
and scientists like Albert Einstein were
aware of its contribution. It attracted the
attention of Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose, Sir
CV Raman, Radhakriishnan,
Abanindranath Tagore, Jawaharlal Nehru,
and Rabindranath Tagore.

With the end of the World War II in
1945, the institute faced acute cash
crunch and many activities gradually
became non-functional. Finally, with the
initiative of Svetoslav Roerich, an
Agreement of Co-operation was signed
between the Russian Govt and the
Institute. It is again buzzing with new sup-
port from the Indian Government. Its
main focus is on fine arts and science.

Today, the institute houses an extra
ordinary museum with artifacts, paintings
and several memorabilia of Roerich fam-
ily. It has a huge collection of sculpture,
handcrafts, dolls, books both from Russia
and India. Needless to say it has huge old
photographs and texts that give a correct
testimonial evidence of the life of this place
in that era. The biggest treasure of the
museum is rich collection of original paint-
ings of father and son.

Paintings of Nicholas and Svetoslav
Roerich are so distinctive and special that
one can not take his eye off from them.The
subject of the paintings cover their entire
academic life where we see landscape of
central Asia to Russian folk dancers.In
every stroke of brush father and sone had
created a silent history far away from the
sight of common people.

Rabindranath Tagore was so
impressed by the paintings of Nicholas and
his son Svetoslav Roerich who later on
married and settled with Devika Rani the
first super heroine of Indian silver screen
that he wrote to them “Your pictures pro-
foundly moved me. They made me real-
ize that truth is infinite.When I tried to
find words to describe to myself what were
the ideas which your pictures suggested,
I failed. It was because the language of
words can only express a particular aspect
of truth. When one art can fully be
expressed by another, it is a failure. Your
pictures are distinct and yet are not
definable by words – Your art is jealous
of its independence because it is great.”

Naggar is an amazing exception in
terms of its importance as a heritage place.
Apart from its visual delights of natural
beauty, its relic of an ancient city, an extra
ordinary castle and a research institute with
outstanding reputation have made Naggar
a lighthouse of history where in clandestine
heritage silently meets with wisdom.
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TRUMP-KIM MEET CLOAKED IN UNCERTAINTY
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